Abstract -Retro-information is possible in nonunitary universe. We give an estimate of t h e capacity of retro-information channels in parallel. T h e result is significantly different from classical channel capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The word retro-information denotes the hypothetical possibility to transfer information backward in time. How retroinformation could be made possible is discussed in [2, 3] and is the extension of quantum information theory [l] over unitarity singularities. In this case the measure operators are not unitary. In short, physical evidence of non-unitarity could come from the following observations:
1. The unification of Quantum Theory with General Relativity poses problems to physicists and cosmologists.
2. A non-unifiable universe necessarily carries symmetry violations which imply unitarity exceptions.
In this paper we assume that retro-information is possible and we want to establish quantitative results on the capacity of several retro-information channels in parallel when they are submitted to a forward coupling: i.e. when the result of the transmission is made available to the transmitter via a reliable forward channel before the transmission occurs. To our knowledge this kind of configuration in communication theory is completely new and innovative.
COMPUTATION OF CHANNEL CAPACITIES
We consider a V x M retro-information channel and denote by + the wave function associated to this channel. When i denotes a V-ary output symbol and j a M-ary setting symbol, we denote A: the subset of quantum measurements A: which provide output symbol j under setting i. We model the channel via its transfer operator T, 8.e the V x M matrix whose ( i , j ) coefficient is p(A;) =
In unitary universes, for all j : the p(AJ)'s sum to one, and we have a classical information transfer probability operator. In the following we do not assume that the matrix T is unitary, i.e. (1,. . . , 1) may not be a left eigenvector.
We now consider n i.i.d retro-information channels in parallel. The transfer operator associated to the n channels is T@". 
CONCLUSION
We have presented a new information transfer configuration in information theory based on extrapolated physical assumptions. Retro-information a priori is a logical challenge (even when restricted to short space-time lap), however it can be framed in a consistent axiomatic which can take into account paradoxical effects due to forward coupling. The unexpected results about channel capacities contributes to make retroinformation a very promising area of investigation.
